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members there are.Continue Reading Below Advertisement "Ride Me, Cowboy," we said. "Roll me
over." We love being ponies! Let's have a pony party! While that was initially little more than a few
joke tweets, subsequent trips to Florida revealed a gathering of 60 ponies as Disney submitted
evidence of its continued commitment to the property. Imagine what the world would have been like
had they announced that three years ago and invested in the event: A major studio could have
released a not-too-awful Hollywood adaptation of the "mystical" Fairytale of Alice in Wonderland, the
real fairytale deal could have been in full swing, and the Internet would not have discovered that it is
possible to keep a pony alive by sheer willpower for an entire day. But that would be silly. No, we
prefer to imagine the unfolding of those events like this: Continue Reading Below Advertisement We
imagine the ponies, realizing they're now in the arms of their masters, saying "thank you, kind sir" in
their best cartoon voices. Then, once they realized that Disney was still there, we imagine the ponies
saying, "Pleeeeease, good master? We wouldn't
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